
Improving numbers with a robust phage management system

A French set yogurt producer experienced regular acidification 
delays and texture defects. They also had to discard large 
amounts of their products due to phage.

They implemented a phage audit where our technical experts 
conducted detailed phage testing and identified the issues
as phage attacks. We helped develop an improved phage 
management system to overcome their phage issues and to 
avoid them in the future.

A European yogurt producer used our audit and phage management services to eliminate their 
phage issues, optimize their production, and achieve consistency in their products
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How can our solutions help you detect and 
avoid phages and implement a tailored phage 
management system?

When you incorporate our products into your production, you also 
gain access to on-the-ground support through our global phage 
network, and to our PhageWatch™ digital service.

Our technical experts work alongside you to monitor and
audit your production and offer tailored recommendations for 
improvements.

PhageWatch™ helps with monitoring and analyzing through a
user-friendly dashboard you can access in real time for the best, 
most accurate results possible.

After the audit, the customer implemented the 
tailored phage management system and no phage 
attacks have been detected since, resulting in:

Optimized production 
& reduced costs

Consistency in products,
Increased brand value 
& satisfied customers

A robust phage management system

The information contained herein is presented in good faith and is, to the best of our knowledge and belief, true and reliable. It is offered solely for your consideration, testing and evaluation, and is subject to
change without prior and further notice unless otherwise required by law or agreed upon in writing. There is no warranty being extended as to its accuracy, completeness, currentness, noninfringement,
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. To the best of our knowledge and belief, the product(s) mentioned herein do(es) not infringe the intellectual property rights of any third party. The product(s) may
be covered by pending or issued patents, registered or unregistered trademarks, or similar intellectual property rights. All rights reserved.

Intrigued?

Reach out to us
today to learn 

how we can help 
you improve your 

numbers.
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